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Spokane is a city of bridges. They span our river. They celebrate our past. They herald our
innovative accomplishments. They lead us to our destination.
My vision for Spokane is a city with active healthy citizens, safe streets, a clean environment,
and a robust economy. I share the citizen’s vision, as painted in the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
What you really want to know is how I plan to achieve that vision. My actions during the next
four years will move us toward our community vision by building bridges:
• A bridge to stabilize City finances so essential services will be provided even in times of
economic hardship.
• A bridge to restore employee enthusiasm for delivering services that our citizens want
and need.
• A bridge to improve partnerships with the City Council, Spokane County, neighbors, and
business leaders.
• And a bridge to a next generation economy that will evolve from and build on our current
successes and create a “green” economic sector to complement the direction our economy
is already going.
These bridges will lead us toward our collective vision of the City, the community, that we want
Spokane to be. And these are bridges we will build together.
I decided to pursue a career in public service in order to effect change inside government. As the
CEO of City government, I will make decisions and take action to achieve results.
You can already see the new spirit of cooperation and partnership. The City Council accepted an
invitation to join me on the fifth floor of City Hall, providing a better opportunity for exchange
among all your City elected leaders. And we are working together - Mayor and Council - on
important topics such as affordable housing and a regional transportation plan.
I have engaged numerous times with our County Commissioners to make progress on issues of
mutual concern between the City and County, ranging from improved services for the mentally
ill to planning the future for the Spokane Regional Solid Waste System. The City and County
are putting finishing touches on an unprecedented agreement for joint planning in urban growth
areas. I also am developing relationships with mayors of other cities in our region so that we can
work together to address issues that affect the region as a whole.
Cooperation and partnerships require listening. I heard the citizens and, just one week ago,
returned garbage pickup to alleys for 190 homes in the Corbin Park neighborhood, despite the
near-record snow on City streets. Modified garbage pick-up is coming soon to other
neighborhoods. My staff are working with citizens to update plans for business centers, to
improve residential areas, to accelerate planning for bicycle and pedestrian thoroughfares, and to
address graffiti, gangs and crime.

Of course, I am listening keenly to you, business leaders, making City processes more
understandable and fair across the board, and involving business representatives as we make
improvements in City services. I invite you to participate in upcoming roundtable discussions
on topics that affect us mutually. Three roundtables scheduled for March are on : 1) municipal
financing options; 2) the Comprehensive Plan Center and Corridor strategy; and, 3) City
business and development incentives. What works? What doesn’t? What other ideas should we
explore? I need your business perspective so that the City supports business growth in a
meaningful way.
At the City, we center our work around five basic priorities:
• Public Safety.
• Community Quality of Life.
• Infrastructure.
• Sustainable Economic Growth.
• Leadership & Administration.

Public Safety
I am an outspoken advocate for a comprehensive approach to reducing crime that involves our
regional law enforcement partners, the courts, probation, social services, education and
workforce training, and our citizens.
Citizens are concerned about gangs and graffiti, nuisance activities in business districts, and
property crimes. We’re moving ahead with Chief Kirkpatrick’s Neighborhood Policing Plan to
attack these problems head on. This Neighborhood Policing approach is well underway: A
switch to 11-hour shifts has been negotiated with the Police Guild; new officers currently are
training at the Police Academy, and 12 more officers are budgeted, to be hired this fall. You also
will be interested to know that we have worked in conjunction with the Police Guild to finalize
plans for a Police Ombudsman this spring.
Our work on public safety goes well beyond the Police Department. The Code Enforcement
Department handles civil infractions of many kinds, and the Office of Neighborhood Services
works with neighborhoods to attack graffiti, panhandling, and other issues. Marty Dickinson and
the Downtown Spokane Partnership also are key partners in public safety in our core.
Downtown Security Ambassadors address many nuisance issues and help keep our downtown
safe.
Our court systems play integral roles in addressing the root causes of crime, as demonstrated in
the Superior Court’s successful Drug Court program, and the Mental Health Court option in our
District Court. Paul Carson, Regional Coordinator of the U.S. Interagency Council on
Homelessness in Seattle, gave me a New Yorker article titled, “Million-Dollar Murray,” which
describes how a hard-core homeless person with drug addictions uses police and fire personnel
as his support system and the emergency room as his primary care provider and racks up harddollar impacts on the local economy totaling tens of thousands of dollars a year.
A night in jail can be the most expensive overnight stay you’ve ever dreamed of. Alternatives to
incarceration direct people into services instead of jails. The courts and the City’s Probation
Department are helping save taxpayer dollars and, more importantly, putting human beings back
on the right path with their lives.

Late last year, we received news that our Municipal Court structure may violate state law, putting
years’ worth of cases in jeopardy. There was no time to place blame and clog the wheels of
justice. Instead, we proceeded with motions to stay the action and appeal the decision, and
simultaneously started the process of designing a new court that includes judges elected by City
voters only. I have met with the County and the District Court to move forward, and that
collaboration is showing results.
Incidentally, 40 inches of snow in a month is a good way to deter crime! In the month of
January, Mother Nature presented us with an opportunity to test our preparedness for natural
disasters and emergencies. Activation of the Emergency Operations Center went smoothly, and
the timing of the heavy snowfall coincided with our accelerated business continuity planning,
through which we are securing our ability to maintain the essential functions of government even
if we face civil unrest, epidemics, or natural disasters. I recognize that disaster can strike any
time, and I am determined to improve our preparedness. The community relies upon us to be
prepared and to respond quickly and decisively. We are making progress on this front, even in
the first two months of my administration.

Community Quality of Life
Safety and preparedness are basic requirements for a good quality of life. Here in Spokane, we
have the basics and so much more! We can credit our quality of life as the reason Spokane was
recognized for the third year in a row as one of the 100 Best Communities for Young People.
Thank you, GSI, for your hard work on this award.
The City’s Youth Department, capably led by Joanne Benham, remains engaged in cutting-edge
programs to ensure a good quality of life for all Spokane’s young people. Joanne is currently
involved in efforts to provide more high school alternatives to lower drop-out rates, and pursuing
partnerships for after-school programs.
Marvelous community partners - such as the YMCA/YWCA, Boy Scouts, Girls Scouts, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, and many others – provide values-based opportunities for our youth and
help us, as a community, wrap our services around our young people and nurture them to
success.
Libraries are essential to the quality of life. Pat Partovi and our dedicated employees continue to
provide excellent library services at a very reasonable cost. Likewise, the City’s Arts
Department, very ably, and single-handedly, led by Karen Mobley, provides immeasurable added
value to Spokane’s economy by enriching our cultural life. You, community leaders, also are to
be commended and thanked profusely for revitalizing the Arts District, expanding and holding
onto venues for the fine arts.
Spokane’s Parks and Recreation Program is a cornerstone of our quality of life. This year, we
are seeing great progress on improvements in Parks and Rec. With very capable assistance from
Interim Parks Director Roger Crum and our great departmental staff and Parks Board, we are
already seeing progress this year on the pools and sports facility projects to be financed with the
$40 million Park Bond that our citizens passed in November.

Youth programs, libraries, arts, community centers, parks and recreation programs, clean water
and air, gorgeous views … what a place! We can credit our quality of life appeal for bringing
businesses like Blu Ray Technologies to Spokane. Companies like Blu Ray want a place where
they can do business successfully, of course, but also a place where their managers and
employees want to live. Similarly, the Lighthouse for the Blind located here because we are an
accommodating community, welcoming diversity and providing access. (Thank you, again, GSI
and Stan Key, for recruiting and bringing Lighthouse for the Blind to Spokane.)
What is the role of City government in maintaining our quality of life? The City’s roles range
from functions already mentioned to exhibiting open and accessible government, to deliberately
striving for affordability. Affordability and living wage jobs are critical components in our
quality of life. But I believe the key to living wages won’t be found in regulating wages for
certain segments of the economy. I’d like to see us encourage employers to offer job-site
training to help employees get their GEDs or college credits, creating skills-based opportunities
for advancement
The City’s role in supporting affordability includes offering incentives and matching funds to
encourage construction or renovation of low-income housing units, and improve our system of
shelters, transitional housing with support services, and permanent affordable housing. Tent
cities are not the solution to homelessness. City leadership to provide viable, long-term options
points us toward real solutions, and I have already taken steps to mobilize a regional approach to
address the need for adequate affordable housing - a fundamental element of quality of life.
Infrastructure
This one is obvious. We have a responsibility to build and maintain basic infrastructure - water
and sewer systems, streets, and solid waste disposal.
As we bridge to our future, though, we must broaden our definition of infrastructure to include
assets like our urban forest. A 1997 inventory indicated that we have about 75,000 street and
park trees, with an estimated public asset value of approximately $108 million in 1997. Street
trees intercept storm water, provide shade over paved surfaces, and add immeasurably to quality
of life value. This year, we’ll find a permanent home in the City organization for our Urban
Forestry Program to be more deliberate in managing this asset.
Similarly, our definition of transportation needs to be broad. Multi-modal transportation systems
provide safe passage for motorized vehicles and throughways for freight, while encouraging
bicycling, walking, and next-generation mass transit. We are engaging in discussion about
providing bike and pedestrian infrastructure along with road reconstruction projects under the
10-Year Street Bond. Simultaneously rebuilding the street and installing appurtenant features in
the right-of-way results in greater efficiency and lower cost.
The City will support ongoing projects - street repair, bridge replacements, and completion of an
interchange at U.S. 195 and the Cheney-Spokane Road to improve freight mobility. At the same
time, we are advocating for:
• $2.4 million for the Riverside Avenue Extension, which enables more focused
development in the University District;
• $1 million for Fish Lake Trail; and,
• $500,000 for a North Spokane Corridor Redevelopment Plan that will support business
retention and stimulate the tremendous growth potential of northeast Spokane.

I am acting decisively to maximize the value of City-owned real estate assets. We are issuing a
Request for Proposals for the Playfair property, actively exploring options for the Intermodal
Facility, and moving forward with consolidation of Public Works functions at the Operations
Complex while interest rates are low and construction costs are still affordable.
Incidentally, but importantly, City public works and infrastructure projects circulate hundreds of
millions of dollars each year in the local economy, so we are literally putting your money to
work for you to keep Spokane’s economy prosperous.
Sustainable Economic Growth
Last year, I advocated for the creation of a City revenue stabilization reserve. Unlike a piggy
bank that can be tapped when we have an opportunity to buy something, this reserve is set aside
in case of downturns in the economy, in case our sales tax revenues are substantially under what
we budgeted, so we can avoid massive layoffs or cutbacks in services. We will place $5 million
from 2007 excess revenues into this stabilization reserve account. I commend the City Council
and our labor unions for supporting this prudent approach to sustainable budgeting.
Looking beyond the near term, I ask you to join me in bridging our present economy into a
strong, sustainable economy of the future. I mentioned my desire to promote a green economic
sector for Spokane. We have the ability to lead our region and our state with growth in this
sector. The Governor has a plan for “green collar” jobs for the state. I ask you to join me to
promote Spokane as the hub for clean, green jobs here in the Inland Empire.
It is easy to make a business case for going green, but I don’t really need to. You, our own
business leaders, have already made the case.
Inland Empire Paper Company was awarded the 2008 Clean Air Award for multiple upgrades
that reduced air pollution emissions and improved efficiency in paper manufacturing by using
recovered heat and reused water. Inland also uses recycled newsprint and waste wood chips
from local sawmills. Way to Go Green, Inland Empire Paper Company!
Thank you, GSI and Washington Statue University, for spearheading the Innovation Partnership
Zone, gaining $1 million in funding for global connectivity and supercomputing infrastructure,
and for adding research scientists to the Applied Sciences Lab to research high-tech sensors and
sustainable energy.
In energy, Avista is a regional and national leader in conservation and innovation. Avista and
partners are testing solar and sustainable energy technologies to compete with natural gas in
utility-scale energy production. This is really cool stuff, using mirrors to concentrate sunlight
onto a super-efficient solar cell to produce twice the energy per unit of land area. Way to
GoGreen, Avista!
In transportation, Spokane Transit Authority has purchased hybrid buses, and thanks to our local
auto dealers, hybrid and electric passenger vehicles are no longer oddities on Spokane’s streets.
In the defense sector, the Air Force is the federal government’s No. 1 purchaser of green power
and is pushing the envelope on alternative fuels, particularly synthetic blends of aviation fuels.
The Air Force is saving money, reducing environmental impacts, relying far less on foreign
sources, and making economic impacts on the aviation and energy industries.

OK, I hear your mental engines whirring now ... our terrific partnership with the Air Force at
Fairchild ... markets for alternative energy and fuels, our U District research and development
opportunities, available sites for new manufacturing facilities, opportunities for small and
minority business contracting ... that’s what I’m talking about! Let’s rev those mental engines,
put our heads together, and accelerate our partnerships to drive Spokane’s economy!
In construction, there’s a lot going on in Spokane that is very cool and green. Spokane enjoys
several terrific green-build demonstration projects:
• Mountain Gear’s new headquarters and warehouse by Felts Field received LEED gold
status and is one of the greenest commercial renovations in the state. Congratulations
and thanks to Paul Fish for showing us how a warehouse renovation can become 39
percent more energy efficient.
• The Convention Center expansion is LEED-certified, and the Northeast Community
Center expansion is a LEED construction project.
• SFCC’s new Business College building is built green and very energy efficient.
• Jim Sheehan’s renovation of the Saranac Building exhibits office space that is of highestcaliber environmental sustainability while also being extremely comfortable, attractive,
and affordable.
• Grant Keller’s townhouses at The Abbey in the South Perry District incorporate green
design into urban-density housing.
• Blu Ray converted an historic downtown building into a manufacturing facility that uses
subterranean cooling and water recycling to minimize energy costs and environmental
impacts.
An academic facility, an office building, a warehouse, a manufacturing facility, attractive
residential units, and public gathering places - we have good examples of how Spokane’s built
environment will look as we move boldly into a built-green future.
Thank you Community Colleges of Spokane, for launching Green Building Training Programs,
offering a Sustainable Building Advisor Certificate Program and courses to help real estate
agents market green homes. Thank you, Journal of Business, for publishing a list of Spokane
Environmental Services Firms in the December 6 issue. Thank you Avista and Spokane Transit,
for publishing the new Go Green Directory, advertised as the Northwest’s premier resource for
sustainability and downloadable free at www.gogreendirectory.com. You, our business leaders,
are pioneering Spokane’s sustainable future.
The supply chain for green building offers very real opportunities for economic growth. Witness
the construction of a new plant in Post Falls to produce energy-efficient galvanized-steel and
polystyrene-foam panels to meet increasing market demand. The Hayden-Lake based company
(Advanced Construction Systems) expects to hire 12 people and gain $12 million in revenues
from the new facility. I want to lure this type of facility into the City of Spokane.
The world is a wide-open market for next-generation goods and services, ranging from smartpower gadgets for consumer electronics to organic-based house-cleaning services. Businesses
from huge to tiny, from super-high-tech to very basic, have opportunities to ride the green wave
that is washing over our economy.
Each week in my take-home reading I learn that other cities have jumped onto the green wave
with gusto. Local government is where the rubber literally hits the road. Mayors are responsible
for buying tires and gasoline for the City fleet, for fixing potholes, for delivering clean drinking

water and hauling off the garbage. It is in the core services that cities deliver every day that
change is occurring at an escalating rate.
The exponentially increasing costs of fuel are a very real and immediate challenge. Just last
month, the Solid Waste Liaison Board was faced with another request for another increase in the
fuel surcharge for waste hauling. Municipal budgets across the board are increasingly burdened
with escalating costs of fuel and energy. For me, environment, energy security, and economics
are one continuum of fiscal responsibility.
Chicago held Green Building Month last fall. Scottsdale, Phoenix, and Tempe hosted the 2007
Green Building Expo. Miami’s mayor is pushing the National Cities Green Agenda with town
hall meetings. Tampa’s mayor is promoting green building and sustainability policies. The
mayor of Los Angeles hosted a conference on energy and environment. Charlotte’s mayor is
seeking local solutions to global warming problems. Pittsburgh’s mayor is changing his city’s
brand from the “smoky city” to the “smart city” with environmental clean-up initiatives. In
Detroit, “green” is the new “red” for auto manufacturing.
Here in the Northwest, Eugene’s mayor is actively pursuing environmental improvement and
energy efficiency. Moscow’s mayor sent her personal commendations to me for this week’s
launch of my Sustainability Office. And of course, Seattle’s Mayor, Greg Nickels, has
spearheaded the national coalition of mayoral efforts because going green makes sense for
Washington’s largest city. It makes sense for Washington’s second-largest city, too! We are
making the east side just as Ever-green as anywhere else in the State of Washington.
As indicated by the examples I have shared, promoting Spokane as a center for green commerce
is not a departure, but is entirely complementary to GSI’s existing pursuits. Spokane already
has the basics necessary to create a highly efficient economy powered by low-carbon renewable
domestic energy sources. We can provide current and future generations with security,
opportunity, and stewardship. I want to attract affluent baby-boomers and retain Generation Z
by marketing Spokane’s Smart, Green, Cool and Clean economy.
Leadership and Administration
Achieving our goals and accomplishing my aggressive agenda takes leadership, planning, and
solid management. In the 72nd day of my first 100 calendar days (which spanned the holiday
season), my administration is in full-tilt boogie!
I have high expectations of myself and my employees. That is why I moved quickly to identify
my Executive Management Team and make staffing and organizational changes to strengthen the
way we function as a large organization.
Among the changes made to benefit the business community was the designation of a new
Department of Business and Development Support, which coordinates offerings such as
incentive packages and planning for Kendall Yards, Downtown, the U-District, and Hillyard.
Business and Development Support will coordinate the roundtable discussions with you so we
can target our support where it will be most effective.
All executive-level City employees have been required to commit to our Code of Ethics. And all
department heads and supervisors have been instructed to operate on principles of honesty,

transparency, and fairness. We will strive to make our decisions understandable and expedite
solutions so that any “red tape” is our challenge, not yours.
Of course, as a public entity, we must engage and include the public in our decision making. For
me, that means identifying the task, creating a timeline, and then taking action. I don’t want to
create more standing committees; I want to access the brain trust that exists in our community.
That is why I reach out to elicit ideas from our own local experts to suggest new ways of doing
the City’s business.
I am committed to making your City government efficient, transparent, inclusive, and
accountable.
Conclusion
Bridges are engineered on the concept of balance, and my leadership is about balance:
• Between the needs of citizens and the needs of City employees.
• Between providing local services and being a regional leader.
• Between funding services today and creating budgets that are sustainable into the future.
I find so much enjoyment in being the Mayor of Spokane! City employees are talented and
dedicated professionals. Our citizens are incredible and have so much to contribute. And you,
our business leaders, are partners and catalysts for positive change.
My door is open to all of you. Please bring me your issues and accept my invitation to
participate in shaping our community’s future.
Can you see the bridge? It is the bridge we can cross together into Spokane’s future.

